
Venue: Hutnik Arena

Address: Tadeusza Ptaszyckiego 4A, Krakow https://www.european-games.org/venues/hutnik-arena/

Number of comeptitions tables: 4

Practice hall: Tent Hall, just outside of the Main Hall

Number of practice tables : 12

Practice schedule:

Table: Tibhar, Showcourt 28, Blue

Balls: Tibhar, 40+ *** SYN TT NG (white)

Net: Tibhar Smash

Floor: Tibhar,Grip Europe Black

A team shall consist of 3 players; each player shall compete in a maximum of 2 individual matches

Order of Matches: M1: Doubles BC vs YZ

M2: Singles A vs X

M3: Singles C vs Z

M4: Singles A vs Y 

M5: Singles B vs X

In the next team match, the fourth player can replace one of three players from the previous match.

Number of MT: 12

Number of WT : 12

Seeding List: According to WTR / June 2023

Competition format: Direct KO

Match for third place will be played.

Number of XD: 16

Seeding List:

Competition format: Direct KO

Match for third place will be played.

The Winner of the XD event will qualify for the 2024 Olypmic Games in Paris

Number of players in MS: 52

Number of players in WS: 52

Seeding List: According to WR Week 25/20.06.2023.

Competition format: Direct KO

Match for third place will be played.

Top 16 seeded players will start to play in the Round 3.

Singles

2023 EUROPEAN GAMES - TECHNICAL INFORMATION for NA-s

Scheduled, not free on the first come first basis as is written in the Technical 

Manual

VENUE

EQUIPMENT

PLAYING SYSTEM

Teams

Mixed doubles

According to Mixed Doubles Pairs Ranking. If the pair has no ranking  the individual XD 

ranking points of both players will be added.



Draw Schedule (all 5 draws) : 22.06.2023. at 10:00

Location of the Draw: Athletes Village

The playing scheudle, draws and results will be visible on the following link:

Please note that on the ETTU webiste results will not be displayed.

Out of Competition Clothing

The clothing athletes should wear for competition is left to the discretion of the participating NOCs and subject to 

compliance with applicable IF/EF rules. No other restrictions exist

The aim of the above provision is to allow teams to use competition clothing that is already available (e.g., world cup 

uniforms), both for the sake of sustainability and the cost.

Subject to compliance with the applicable EOC rules and regulations, NOCs have the sole and exclusive authority to 

prescribe the out of competition clothing worn by the members of their delegation. Two (2) manufacturer’s 

identifications and one (1) NOC sponsor logo of no more than 30 cm2 each can be displayed on each piece of out of 

competition clothing. No alcohol or tobacco product producers’ logos, no betting companies’ logos will be allowed.

No sponsors’ logos can be displayed on the uniforms worn by the members of the delegations during Opening and 

Closing Ceremonies, as well as during Medal Ceremonies.

Players Clothing

Draw

Schedule, Draws and Results

https://www.european-games.org/sports/table-tennis/


